appropriate to provide job training, counseling, and placement services (including job readiness, literacy training, and skills training) to expedite the reintegration of homeless Veterans into the labor force. Veterans who received a “dishonorable” discharge are ineligible for HVRP services. Priority of service for Veterans in all Department of Labor funded training programs is established in 38 U.S.C. 4215.

HVRP grants are intended to address two objectives: (1) to provide services to assist in reintegrating homeless veterans into meaningful employment within the labor force, and (2) to stimulate the development of effective service delivery systems that will address the complex problems facing homeless Veterans.

The full Solicitation for Grant Application is posted on http://www.grants.gov under U.S. Department of Labor/VETS. Applications submitted through http://www.grants.gov or hard copy will be accepted. If you need to speak to a person concerning these grants, you may telephone Cassandra Mitchell at 202–693–4570 (not a toll-free number). If you have issues regarding access to the http://www.grants.gov Web site, you may telephone the Contact Center Phone at 1–800–518–4726.

Signed at Washington, DC, this 22nd day of April 2010.

Cassandra R. Mitchell,
Grant Officer.
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implement the principles outlined in the Presidential Memorandum.

On December 8, 2009, OMB issued the Directive. The Directive requires agencies to take four specific actions within set time periods. The four specific actions are: (1) Publication of three high-value data sets; (2) designation of a senior agency official to be accountable for all publicly disseminated Federal spending information; (3) creation of an Open Government Web page; and (4) development and publication of an Open Government Plan. The Directive is available on the Internet at http://www.whitehouse.gov/open/documents/open-government-directive.

An agency’s Open Government Plan, according to the Directive, “is the public roadmap that details how [the] agency will incorporate the principles of the President’s January 21, 2009, Memorandum on Transparency and Open Government into the core mission objectives of [the] agency.” Open Government Plans are to set forth how each agency plans to improve transparency, public participation, and collaboration. Open Government Plans are also required to describe at least one “flagship initiative” the agency is already implementing or will implement to improve transparency, public participation, or collaboration.

MSPB’s Open Government Plan was published on April 7, 2010, and is available on MSPB’s open government Web page at http://www.mspb.gov/open/index.htm. The MSPB hereby invites comments on MSPB’s Open Government Plan, suggestions concerning how MSPB can improve transparency in government through greater transparency, participation and collaboration, and suggestions concerning the high-value data and other information the public would like MSPB to disclose.


William D. Spencer,
Clerk of the Board.
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